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which can be acquired more cheaply than
natural gas in the U.S. “The key driver for a
lot of these new projects is advantaged ethane and other feedstocks,” Bauman says.
Ample resources and strong demand spur construction projects
One of the region’s biggest undertakings
Alexander H. Tullo, C&EN Northeast News Bureau
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Results for basic petrochemicals were mixed again in 2006
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Nova and Idesa,” he says. Nova says it is still
awaiting word from Pemex and the Mexican
government on several outstanding issues.
In Brazil, meanwhile, state oil company
Petrobras is trying to spur petrochemical
growth through joint ventures. Most ambitious among these is a plan with Grupo
Ultra, the parent of ethylene oxide maker
Oxiteno. Planned for 2012, the $8.3 billion

project would have 1.3 million metric tons of
ethylene capacity and make the derivatives
polypropylene, polyethylene, styrene, ethylene glycol, and polyethylene terephthalate.
Among its smaller undertakings, Petrobras is planning a 160,000-metric-ton
acrylic acid complex with specialty chemical company Elekeiroz in Minas Gerais.
And it is working on a joint venture with

Braskem to make 300,000 metric tons of
polypropylene in São Paulo. That complex,
to be 60% owned by Braskem, is slated to
start up in 2009.
One project that Petrobras isn’t likely to
build is an ethylene/polyethylene complex
based on Bolivian ethane. The project, also
involving Braskem, is all but dead because
of the nationalization of Bolivia’s gas industry by Bolivia’s newly elected president,
Evo Morales.
Petrobras isn’t the only chemical company investing in Brazil. Petroquímica União,
the chemical arm of Brazilian industrial conglomerate Unipar, plans to increase capacity
of its ethylene cracker in São Paulo by 40%
and build a 200,000-metric-ton polyethylene unit by the second quarter of 2008.
Venezuela is looking to model itself on
Middle Eastern states like Saudi Arabia and
Iran that are building large petrochemical
complexes based on abundant hydrocarbon resources. The efforts have hit some
bumps. Last year, state petrochemical
company Pequiven ousted ExxonMobil
Chemical from plans to build an ethylene
and polyethylene complex in Jose.
Pequiven soon signed on Brazil’s
Braskem to study a similar project, a
1 million-metric-ton ethylene cracker and
derivatives complex. Braskem expects to
create the joint venture and carry out engineering studies later this year. The project
is expected to open in 2011.
Braskem is also studying a 400,000metric-ton polypropylene joint venture
with Pequiven in El Tablazo, Venezuela,
slated to open in 2009.
Potentially, there are two more ethyl-
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ene projects that could be built in Venezuela, Bauman points out. One from Pequiven
affiliate Polinter would make ethylene and
derivatives from ethane. The other would
make petrochemicals from feedstocks provided by a refinery in Paraguana. “They will
all go ahead; it is just a question of timing,”
he contends.
In Peru, according to Bauman, the Argentine oil company Pluspetrol is looking
for partners for an ethylene complex based
on ethane from the Camisea gas fields.
Bauman says this project is more likely to
be completed than a project being studied
by Chile’s state oil company, ENAP. He
says there isn’t enough demand for the two
plants, which would both be situated on
the Pacific Ocean, to go ahead. “The project that has the best economic position will
most likely proceed,” he says. ■
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